
SOON TO BECOME 141!
by Gustav Ryberg Chief Flight Instructor, MSN

Jisconsin Aviation-Madison is closing in on receiving Part 141
fication. All the required paperwork has been delivered to the FAA,
we are awaiting our final inspection. After receiving our FAA

-oval, the flight school will be operating under both Part 61 and Part

ne of the benefits of receiving Part 141 status is that returning veterans
be able to use theirVA benefits at our flight school. Our non-veterans
also be able to train under the new Part 141 programs. Part 141 will
.‘ students to finish their training in less time than required under the
nt Part 61 requirements. Please keep in mind that performance is still
quirement under Part 141, and students will still be trained to the
tical Test Standards.

itially we are planning on offering Part 141 courses for the private
mercial certification, and the instrument rating, but plan on including
nulti-engine rating in the near future. We are also hoping to offer Part
courses at our Watertown and Juneau locations in the near future.

/e will update you as certification is accomplished and look forward
fering all of you training under this great new program!

THE DALAI LAMA DEPARTS
MADISON, WISCONSIN

fenzin Gyatso, the 14th Dalai [ama, is pictured as he recently
irted Wisconsin Aviation’s terminal in Madison, Wisconsin. The
i [ama had spoken to over 12,000 fans at the Kohl Center the day

before. The exiled political
and spiritual leader of
Tibetan Buddhists ended
three days of teachings with
his public talk on
“Compassion: The Source
of Happiness.”

I

Don Wink/er
Director of Public Affairs & Media, MSN
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A NEW LEVEL
OF SAFETY

Corporate, charter,
and airline flying is the
safest form of travel
known. But what is
good enough? Record-
low accident rates are

great, but are they good enough? Our
industry has answered with a resounding
“NO!” Our feeling is that even one
accident industrywide is one too many. To
help move our industry to an even higher
level of safety, approximately 40 of the
leading companies in the air-charter
industry met in Leesburg, Virginia, recently
to formally kick off the Air Charter Safety
Foundation. I’m proud to say that
Wisconsin Aviation was one of those
inaugural 40.

Through research, collaboration, and
education, the goal of the Foundation is to
advance charter industry standards and
best practices; promulgate safety, security,
and service benchmarks; and promote the
acceptance of safety-management systems.

Your safety has always been the non-
negotiable factor in our operations. It is
great to see an industrywide effort to spread
this value. Wisconsin Aviation will stay at
the forefront of this important endeavor.
Stay tuned for good things to come out of
this Foundation.
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‘AND THE SURVEY SAID...”
The 2007 FBO Survey, conducted by Aviation

International News (AIN) magazine, ranked Wisconsin
Aviation’s Madison facility as “#1” in Wisconsin. The survey
queried customers as to the service provided to their aviation
customers.

The format of the AIN FBO Survey has remained
essentially the same since its inception. Readers are asked to

______________________________________

rate FBOs that
they frequent
in four key
categories:
line service,
passenger
amenities,
pilot amenities
and services,
and facilities.
For each of the
four categories,

Kevin Stubbendick (I) and Kyle Ealy (r) are two of Madison’s line t h e s u r v e y
technicians that helped achieve AIN’s top rating for 2007. p a r t i c i p a n t

can assign a
number from 1 to 1 0, one being the worst and 10 the highest
rating. The Madison line crew was rated 7.71, and the facility
overall averaged 7.81.

The Madison line department had just recently been
rated “The Best” by Northwest Airlines for the year 2006.
Wisconsin Aviation had exceeded NWA’s criteria for on-
time refueling, thereby enhancing the airline’s service to their
customers.

Don Winkler
Director, Public Affairs & Media, MSN

Brian Riese . AsioNics MAI
bran,riese@wisconsinaviatic

Ryan Walsh - SEnsicE Msi
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Avionics Sales & Ser

G1RMIN. WAAS CERTIFIED GNS 530 Dane County Regional A
Madison, Wisconsin (

For a FREE quote or appointment call 800-594-5359 or 608.268-

NEW CFI AT WATERTOWN
Elaine Kauh joined Wisconsin Aviation-Watertowi

June as a flight instructor. Elaine has been flying since 1’
starting in her home state of Ohio. She discovered avid
quite by accident. While driving around rural Clark Cot

where
worked
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the joys of flying. Soon after that, she got her first airp
ride in a Stinson Voyager. She was hooked—and signe
for lessons at a flight school near Dayton.

After obtaining her private pilot license, El
moved to Wisconsin and pursued tailwheel and aerol:
flying, followed by her commercial certificate, instrur
rating, and flight instructor certificate.

Aviation is her top passion, but she still makes tin
pursue her many other interests. She is a former I
journalist and loves reading the news every day. She
enjoys outdoor recreation, writing, reading, and art.

“Don’t drop the aircraft in order to fly the microphone.”

Be One of The First At Your Airpo To Upgrade To

WAAS
Wide Area Augmentation System

LateralPrecision with Veflical Guidance Approaches
For OAfS 400/500 Seties OPS

We help ordinary people in extraordinary
circumstances. The unpredictability of life could put
anyone in a position of need. Be it a child requiring
medical treatment in another area of the country or
an adult requiring immediate travel due to a family
crisis, Angel Flight Central attempts to match each
special need with a volunteer pilot who can help.

Angel Flight Central
877-621-7177
816-421-2300

www. angelflightcentral. org



very so often I overhear students and sometimes
d timers” say, dIWeIl, unicorn told me....” I’ve
ver met unicorn, but I’m sure he or she didn’t tell
body anything. A unicorn operator may have
)vided information, but that information was at
st a recommendation, not a directive or
luirement. Years ago, I read an interesting article
how information can be misinterpreted by pilots,

th old and new. It’s reprinted below:

A student pilot, flying solo in four-mile visibility, was
miles from a non-towered airport when he called

corn to get an advisory. The unicorn operator said that
active runway was 32, right-hand traffic, and that

re was a light crosswind. The student acknowledged
advisory and set upfor a 45-degree entry to downwind
Runway 32. As he turned downwind, he saw the glare
i landing light ahead and suddenly realized he was set
for a head-on collision with a Cessna 172.
‘he Cessna was on downwindfor Runway 14, and the

aircraft missed one another by about 100 feet. Not
behind the Cessna was a Piper Cherokee also on

vnwindfor Runway 14. The Cherokee pilot had to take
sive action. The unicorn frequency bristled with angry
ces saying the active runway was 14. Totally confused,
student pilot departed the pattern in the wake of

rimands from the pilots with whom he had just had a
se encounter. Somewhat shaken, the student entered
pattern for Runway 14 and landed safely.
CFI who had been on board the Cherokee talked to
student on the ground. The student had some

?resting notions of the responsibilities and authority of
unicorn opera toi He believed the unicorn operator

s’ much like a tower air traffic controller who directs
)ts to land on specific run ways. The student didn ‘t

ir any position reports on the unicorn frequency from
craft that were in the pattern for Runway 14. He
ieved he had been directed to land on Runway 32 by
unicorn operatot; and by god that what he was going

‘he instructor made it clear to the student that the
corn provides airport advisories about wind speed and
ection and the runway most favorable for those wind

St€J 2OO

conditions. The unicorn operator does not provide âi
clearance to land. This person is usually a desk clerk at
the FBO who is scheduling airplanes, selling products,
processing charges, and answering the phone, in addition
to providing airport advisories over the unicorn
frequency. Chances are the person isn ‘t even a pilot.

In this case, the unicorn operator had been too busy to
pay attention to what runway pilots were using, and she
simply saw from the wind instruments that the light
crosswind was favoring Runway 32. She reported this to
the student.

This was a valuable lesson for the student pilot. He
learned the importance of observing aircraft in the
pattern, listening to their position reports, and visually
determining the runway in use.

The traffic flow at non-towered airports functions well
when pilots work together by observing what going on in
the traffic pattern, by listening to the common traffic
advisory frequency for other aircraft reporting their
positions, and by announcing their own positions as well.
The unicorn report is a place to start but it must be
supplemented with looking and listening when
approaching a non-towered airport.

“Remember, you’re always a student in an airplane.”

UNICOM - ADVISORY OR MANDATORY?

Richard Hiner

3
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“Goodjudgement comes from experience, and experience comes from bad judgement.”

thi’a#c4rw’mi, cimi1

The individuals listed below have achieved solo status, new certificates,
or ratings as shown since the previous issue of Talewinds.

Congratulations to all!

SOLO STATUS
Blake Johnson (MSN) David Lytle (MSN)

Jake Kummrow (RYV) Tony Popowski (MSN)

Greg Dombrowski (MSN) Scott Slaughter (MSN)

CERTIFICATES & RATINGS
Instrument Private Multi-Engine

Glen Belmer (UNU) Thomas Bass (MSN) Kevin Loppnow (RYV)

Tim Struska (RYV) Lloyd Burlingame (RYV)
Tom Zdeblick (MSN) Sherman Carli (MSN) Airline Transport Pilot

Anthony Di Giacomo (RYV) Ron Hutchinson (MSN)
Phil Gohr (UNU)

Kyle Hoege (MSN)
Jacob Job (RYV)

Jake Kummrow (RYV)
Bill Leffert(RYV)

Tyler Manegold (RYV)
Tasha Nicholson (RYV)

Free tours of Wisconsin Aviation’s airport
terminals continue. Pictured here are the
children from Watertown’s Kiddie Kampus
summer program. The adults in the photo ar
(L to R): Beth Nicholson, Audrey Brawn, and
Jennifer Barthel.

Terminal tours are available by calling an;
Wisconsin Aviation’s locations:

Watertown: 920-261-4567
Madison: 608-268-5005
Dodge County: 920-386-2402

The aircraft shown is one of Wisconsin
Aviation’s economical, five-passenger,
cabin-class, twin-engine planes used for
business and recreational charters.

Chris Aliman (MSN)

Tony DiSalvo (MSN)

Kiddie Kampus Tours Wisconsin Aviation, Inc.
Watertown Municipal Airport

June 26, 2007 V



“There are old pilots, and there are bold pilots, but there are no old, bold pilots.”
LcI€ 20

YOURAIRPLANE’S FUEL - MAKE SURE IT’S THE RIGHT TYPE!

The primary aircraft fuel found at most FBOs today
ither jet fuel or avgas. However, at some smaller,

I airstrips a third type of gas may be available,
iely autogas. What really is the difference, and

should only specific types be
i for specific aircraft?
l 101” follows!

as
The earliest airplanes were
iered by automobile, motorcycle,
.ractor engines, and low-octane

was sufficient to power them.
with the introduction of high

ipression engines and the special
jirements of flying machines,
tion gasoline (avgas) was
eloped. Volatile, low-octane fuel
ned too easily in high
pression engines. This resulted
ombustion before the spark plug
i, while the piston was still
ipressing the air/fuel mixture. To
ient this damaging pre-ignition or
)nation, lead was added to avgas
slow down the combustion process. The
ibustion quality of fuel is expressed as an octane
iber. Effectively, the higher a fuel’s octane rating,
more resistant it is to burning.
The most common avgas today is
or-dyed blue), but 80 (red) and 1 00
as can still be found.

Fuel
let fuel is very different than avgas. Like kerosene,
urns at much higher temperatures than gasoline
ines can withstand. Because jet fuel will damage
destroy gasoline engines, a number of safety
:autions (color-coded wing decals, special nozzles
jet fuel, etc.) have been put in place to prevent
fueling.

Autogas
Although automobile gasoline (autogas) can be

used in some airplanes, remember that aircraft
engines are generally designed to run on avgas.

For a number of reasons, your
airplane might not be able to use
automobile gasoline:

• It has looser manufacturing
specifications and quality control is
less stringent, so quality and
performance vary widely.

• Because of less careful handling,
the risk of contamination is greater.

• Physical and chemical property
differences can lead to poor fuel
distribution, poor anti-knock
properties, and excessive motor oil
dilution. Additionally, autogas is
less stable and more likely to gum
up.
• Because autogas is more volatile

than avgas, it is more prone to loss
through excess vaporization, vapor
lock, and carburetor icing.

Nonetheless, many pilots use autogas in their
airplanes successfully. This is because they’ve had
an Inspection-Authorized (IA) mechanic perform
aircraft modifications mandated by a Supplemental
Type Certificate (STC). After the STC has been
completed, the aircraft can be fueled with 80- or
100-grade autogas, depending upon the type of
certification.

As pressure to supplement fossil fuels with
renewable energy sources increases, more and
more automobile gasoline is being blended with
ethanol. Pilots operating aircraft with autogas
STCs should be aware that they do not allow the
use of alcohol-blended fuels (ethanol or
methanol), as they can damage fuel system
components and cause other problems.

So, enough said! Happy flying!

F

Jet fuel nozzles are shaped like a duck’s
bill and will not fit into standard avgas

fueling receptacles.

100 low lead
octane (green)

5
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A1]VllNID “Any attempt to stretch fuel is guaranteed to increase headwinds.”

TIRED OF DULL, NORMAL, STRAIGHT-AND-LEVEL FLYING?
by Ray Klaus, NAFI Master CFI-ll-MEI

Tell you what you ought to do! Take time out to develop a higher level of aircraft control
and precision. Chandelles, lazy eights, eights-on-pylons, steep spirals, and power-off 180-, 36
and 1080-degree accuracy approaches and landings will improve your airmanship and reinfor
skills necessary for safe, everyday flying.

The benefits gained from accomplishing the chandelle include:

________________________________

• Fine control of rudder with changes of pitch, bank, angle of attack,
and airspeed. Good for stall avoidance during all maneuvering and
for maximum performance.

• Timing of roll-in and roll-out to achieve wings level on a prescribed
heading. A good skill for precise airport traffic patterns and
instrument flight.

• Minimum control airspeed as a function of a given power setting and
a predictable pitch attitude translate into getting maximum climb
performance while avoiding power-on stalls during a short-field
takeoff or a go-around over obstacles.

• The chandelle teaches us to avoid rolling and pitching at the same time. This is valid for large
bank and pitch excursions in the chandelle maneuver.

The lazy eight, on the other hand, shows us that we can safely pitch and roll at the same time as long as we
limit the rate of change in both axes. The lazy eight is a graceful exercise in aircraft control. The objective is to
develop a pilot’s feel for varying control forces and the ability to plan and remain oriented while maneuvering th
airplane with positive, accurate control.

The benefits gained from achieving the lazy eight include:
• Rapid integration of visual and instrument flight. You can’t bank

five degrees or adjust pitch by three degrees entirely with the
horizon. Also, you can’t adjust your maneuver to roll out
referring to ground references on instruments. The lazy eight
requires including visual and panel reference to your scan.

• Rudder coordination by instinct, not in response to the slip-skid
indicator.

• Using rudder not as you expect it, but as you need it. In some
airplanes, it takes as much left rudder in a descent as it takes right rudder in a climb. Most pilots are not used to
pressing on the left pedal, but there are times when it is needed and we should be willing to do so.

Eights-on-pylons are the most advanced and difficult of the low-altitude flight maneuvers. It is unsurpassed f
developing subconscious control of an airplane. It focuses the pilot’s attention almost completely outside the
cockpit while maintaining a pivotal position on a selected pylon. Control of the airplane must be instinctive wit[
bank, pitch, and rudder control correctly varied without looking at the

__________

flight instruments I
The benefits of flying eights-on-pylons include:

• Rudder coordination by feel and anticipation in turns, climbs, and
descents.

• Bank control compensating for the airplane’s over-banking tendency I
when exceeding 30 degrees of bank.

-



Lc1/AC€/ 200
“Always remember, you fly an airplane with your head, not your hands.”

• Altitude control without scanning the instruments as you fly through
slight increases and decreases in altitude to meet pivotal requirements.

• Division of attention—a good skill for all flying.
• Drift control and its effect on ground speed—especially useful in the traffic pattern. On calm days

in the traffic pattern, we can make 90-degree turns with little effort, but add a bit of wind and the
effort required to fly perfect ground reference maneuvers increases with the wind velocity.

The purpose of the steep spiral is to prepare the pilot for a power-off landing in the event of an engine failure. I
mbines the “best-angle-of-glide” airspeed with wind correction and planning of “turns-around-a-point” while
scending over a selected spot.

e steep spiral reminds the pilot:
• Bank angle must increase with a tailwind and decrease with a

headwind to maintain the same distance from the reference point.
This reinforces shallow bank angles in the turn from base to final
approach in a typical, into-the-wind traffic pattern.

• Pitch attitude must remain constant to result in a consistent airspeed
for a given power setting, even if that power is simulated “zero.”

• Increasing bank angle for a given airspeed reduces glide performance.
At best glide speed, turning increases the rate of descent. However, it
still gives the best possible forward distance for any given bank angle.

• A good spiral approach keeps us close to the runway for a power-off
approach.

The power-off landing helps develop judgment in estimating distances and glide ratios. It is a high, tight
proach close to the runway.

• The approach must be flown fairly tight if you have any hope of —-• —

reaching the runway.
• Extending flaps will change the glide characteristics of the airplane.

Good to know for normal, short-field, and engine-failure landings.
• Extending the landing gear will dramatically affect glide performance.

Something to know for normal and emergency operations.
• Learn to aim for a precise touchdown point and hit it, or a point

slightly farther down the runway. Avoid landing short of the original
goal. This is especially helpful in short-field operations.

Perfecting these maneuvers will make you a far safer and more confident pilot. Executing these maneuvers will
till a habit that will avoid rapid bank changes concurrent with pitch excursions. “Yanking and banking” is not
ommended!

Airplanes are designed to handle significant g-loads in coordinated wings-level flight but can stand far less load
en uncoordinated or while rotating around the longitudinal axis when that load is applied. “Yanking and
iking” puts unusual bending loads on wing structures and, again, is not recommended!
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LIW]INI “An airplane may disappoint a good pilot, but it won’t surprise him.”

CIRRUS CO-FOUNDER
VISITS WISCONSIN

AVIATION-MADISON

Photo by Don Winkler

Dale Klapmeier, co-founder and vice chairman
f the board of Cirrus Design Company, stopped to
‘isit our facility while in the Madison area on
)usiness. He was pleased that Wisconsin
viation’s maintenance facilities were able to
ervice so many Cirrus aircraft owners at its
acilities in both Watertown and Madison.
Visconsin Aviation is the largest full-service EBO
n Wisconsin and is an Authorized Service Center
or Cirrus, Cessna, Columbia, EADS Socata, and
iper aircraft.

Post 1945, the Berlin Airlift and the Cold War
initiated a crash military program to develop a
bomber capable of carrying up to 1 0,000 pounds
of bombs on a round trip of 1 0,000 miles—quite
an order! The B-36 first flew in 1 946 and ended
its service in 1 959. These 384 planes bridged the
1 3-year gap between the bombers of WWH and
the evolution of the B-52s. The airplane had a
wingspan of 230 feet. It had ten engines, six
pusher props with 1 9-foot diameters on the
wing’s trailing edge, and two J-47 turbojets on
each wingtip, modified to run on avgas. Max
takeoff weight was 410,000 pounds. The B-36
was the only American aircraft with the range and
payload capabilities to carry the heavy, first-
generation thermonuclear bombs. The Mark 1 7,
20-megaton bomb, a thousand times more
powerful than the Hiroshima atomic bomb, was
25 feet long, 5 feet in diameter, and had a steel
casing 3 1/2 inches thick. It weighed 21 tons and
was the largest nuclear weapon ever built by the
U.S. A megaton is equal to 1 million tons of TNT.
The aircraft normally carried two bombs on each
flight. The smaller plane to the left of the B-36 is
a B-29.

Luckily
for the world,
the B-36
‘1Peacemaker”
never dropped
a bomb in
anger!

Answer to

Mystery Aircraft
Photo from Page 3

IT’S A B-36 PEACEMAKER

Pictured from left to right are Dale Klapmeier, co-founder and
vice chairman of the board, Cirrus Design Company; Grant

Goetsch, vice president/manager, Wisconsin Aviation-Madison;
and Ray Felber, aircraft maintenance department manager,

Wisconsin Aviation-Madison.



Nisconsin Aviation is pleased to announce an
jressive addition to our team of flight instructors. Mr.
rey Anderson has joined our team and is currently
Eructing part time at Dodge County but is also
Lilable at Watertown. He took his first flying lesson at
Dodge County Airport, Juneau, Wisconsin (UNU), in
5 at the age of sixteen. While still in school, he
rked to save enough money to continue his flying
;ons. Jeff obtained his Private Pilot license at UNU in
111968 at the age of 19, with a total of 45 hours of
fling.

effrey holds an Airline Transport Pilot certificate. He
iualified to fly single and multi-engine land airplanes
I single-engine sea airplanes. Furthermore, he holds
cific aircraft type ratings for the Swearingin SA-227,
Beechcraft BE-i 900 turboprop aircraft, a Cessna

tion Ill (CE-650), and the Dassault Falcon (DA-20)
aircraft.

dditionally, he is a Certified Instrument Flight
ructor for single and multi-engine aircraft. Jeffrey
logged more than 8,500 hours of flight time and has

n in excess of 4,900 hours of flight instruction.

eff was an Aviation Safety Inspector for the Federal
ation Administration (FAA) and recently retired after
years of service. In February 1 994, he certificated

,

---.‘

‘I_-I’

.‘

Jeffrey has recently returnec
to UNU where he started hi
aviation career. He no
serves Wisconsin Aviation a
both the Juneau anc

___________________

Watertown (RYV) airports a

__________________

Senior Flight Instructor for al
pilot certificates and aircraf

ratings. After flying for more than 42 years, Jeffrey’s
philosophy is that there is always something new tc
learn in the constantly changing field of aviation.

We welcome Jeff to our Wisconsin Aviation tearr
and invite all of our customers, new and old, to avai
themselves of the experience and knowledge Jeffrey
brings to our organization.

Tim Ben theime,
Manager, UNL

Pictured left is a group of former
pilots and administrative employees
of the former North Central Airlines.
They had stopped for lunch at the Jet
Room restaurant in the Wisconsin
Aviation-Madison terminal building
before departing to Green Bay,
Wisconsin, for their annual reunion.
Over the years they have stopped
many times in Madison to reminisce
about the “good old days.”

Photo by Don Winkle

“Rule 4’ 1: No matter what else hannenc. liv the aimlane!’
&er 20&4

JEFFREYANDERSON JOINS WISCONSIN AVIATION
Skyway Airlines, Inc., based in Milwaukee, Wisconsin
and served as their Principal Operations Inspector unti
his retirement. His duties involved FAA reguIator
oversight for training and utilization of the ai’rlinef
aircraft, pilots, flight attendants, aircraft dispatchers, a

well as its operational anc
management staff.



“A thunderstorm is never as bad on the inside as it appears on the outside - it’s worse.”

Tfle IC’s and IC’s IeIived
History was relived this July at the Wiscon

Aviation-Madison terminal. The event featui
airplane rides in the EAA’s 1 929 Ford Tn-Motor a
a hangar dance highlighted with the music of 1

renowned “Ladies Must Swing” orchestra. Thi
were more than 300 people at the dance, wh
featured a contest for the most authentic drE
depicting the WWll era.

The Ford Tn-Motor had flights scheduled fr(
early Friday, July 7, until the afternoon of Sund
July 8. This event was hosted by EAA’s CorL
Chapter #93 and was a fundraiser for this group. 1
hangar dance was a fundraiser for the Sun Praii
Wisconsin, Fireman’s Park, Veterans of Foreign W
and RetroTech, a local computer-recycling, nonpn
organ ization. Wisconsin Aviation donated its faci
as well as its personnel for the event.

Don Win,
Director of Public Affairs & Media, A’

Congratulations to the Following Aircraft Buyers:
Trina Browning — Toney, AL Northern Florida Aircraft — Tampa, FL

N733CY - 1977 Cessna 172N N889DM - 1978 Cessna Conquest
Morningstar Leasing LLC — Centerville,OH

Allen Daar — Payson AZ N4177N —2000 PiperArcher ill RR Aviation — East Troy, WI
N8274G - 1971 Cessna 1 72RG N44 1KW - 1979 Cessna Conquest

NEW FRIENDS - NEW LOOKS
On the Vt of June, 2007, this beauti

unique aircraft visited our Madison facil
N525TT has a serial number of 006. It is an Epic
turboprop airplane manufactured by Tompk
Landing LLC. It carries an experimen
airworthiness certificate with approved operatk
listed as “amateur built.” It is owned by HomestE
Homes of America, Inc.

While the airplane remains unchanged,
there’s a slight change in the terminals.

ir_
• •

—

—

LO



“Weather forecasts are horoscopes with numbers”

AIRCRAFT FORSALE
8 PIPER CHEROKEE 140/160: Only 287511 and only 395 SMOH/Conversion to 160 hp, King IFR, DME,

y good paint! October annual. Reduced to $39,900!

9 PIPERARROW200: Beautiful 140-kt. LoPresti Speedster! Extensive mods, beautiful paint, leather interior,

g digital, Strikefinder, much more! 5150 TI, 495 SMOH. $74,950

9 PIPER SENECA II: 71 50 TI, 1 795/1 50 SMOH, 870 SPOH, 3-bladed hot props, club seating, dual Collins
/351 NavComs with dual glideslopes, Collins 350 audio panel with 3-lite marker beacon, Collins 650A ADF,
lins 950 transponder with encoder, Altimatic lllC coupled autopilot, NSD-360 HSI, Garmin 1 55 coupled GPS,
:-95o stormscope! Sperry RDR-1 60 color radar! FAR 1 35 aircraft, leaseback wanted! $149,950

)5 CIRRUSSR22-GTS: Only 175 TI! Full year warranty remaining! Platinum engine, STEC 55X, lAWS, traffic,
AX, deice, XM, weather, Tanis heater. This one has it all plus a $3500 fuel card and 4 Bose headsets! $397,500

)3 Diamond DA4O: Perfect! One owner, 485 II, NDH, always hangared, custom paint, dual 430s, 2-bladec

tzell prop, front speed fairing, E-Z heat, May annual. $172,500

9 CESSNA 414AW RAM VII: Blowout price! 8255 IT, 1680 SRAM/SPOH, KFC-200 autopilot with flighi

ctor, Argus 5000 moving map display, Garmin 1 55 GPS, KWX-56 radar, WX-1 OA stormscope, Ryan ICAD,

lins radios, just off 135. Reduced to $278,000!

5 CESSNA CITATION 500: 1 35 Workhorse! 950/950 SMOH with airtight warranty on 1 A engines, dual GPS,

ist reversers, anti-skid brakes, aft baggage, multiple interiors, King 2000 vertical profile 4-color radar, dual King

196 comms, GPS to radar King graphics adapter, dual AVN-220A nays, ALI-55 radar altimeters, Shadin-Digidata

ipled to GPS (KLN-90B) computer, KNX-135 comm/GPS (stand-alone), Bendix FGS-70 autopilot, dual AVI-20C

I, PN-101 co-pilot HSI, Bendix flight director, dual encoding altimeters, stand-by gyro horizon. Is there an

nder this useful aircraft has 12,770 hours?! Reduced to $795,000/Make Offer!

For full specifications and photos, visit our website at www.wisconsinaviation.com.

Welcome Your Consignment! Wisconsin Aviation, Inc., is one of the state’s largest aircraft dealers. W

intain a large inventory of brokered aircraft. If you are considering selling your aircraft, please call to discuss

advantages of listing your aircraft with us. If in the market to buy and we don’t have the plane you want, we’l

it for you.

leeded...
Pilots to Fly Jumpers

nique Opportunity!

‘ou have a commercial pilot certificate and a total of 500 hours

id would like to build your hours, you can fly for time with the

Seven Hills Skydivers.
If interested, call Bob Payne @ 608-244-5088

T-Hangar For Rent
South Ramp

Dane County Regional Airport
Contact Norm Avery At

386-295-4950
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Watch this column in future issues of Talewinds and Dodge County Airports

for upcoming events regarding the many facets of aviation. Email: wisav@wisconsinaviation.com
Website: www.wisconsinaviation.com
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Jane Seeber
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